Explore the NSW Globe anytime, anywhere!

LPI is the trusted source of fundamental land and property information in NSW providing the community with access to accurate, reliable and integrated titling, valuation and spatial information.

Use the NSW Globe to view and explore NSW’s spatial data and imagery using Google Earth™

globe.six.nsw.gov.au
Find your property

Move the cursor around the map or search by Address, Lot/Plan Number, Point of Interest (POI) or Suburb.

Get land parcel information

Click the 'Land Parcel' checkbox in the Layers window. For more information click the link in a property's information bubble.

View boundaries

To view state and federal electoral boundaries, local government areas and suburb boundaries click the 'Boundaries' checkbox in the Layers window.

Explore NSW historical or fire and flood event imagery

Click the 'Additional Imagery' checkbox to view historical imagery, including 1943 imagery of Sydney and areas of NSW affected by natural events in recent years.

Sydney city in 3D

Click the '3D Buildings' checkbox under Primary Database for a 3D view of the city. To access up to date images of Sydney select 'Imagery' and 'Terrain' under globe.six.nsw.gov.au/nswglobe/. Note: satellite images are not live.

globe.six.nsw.gov.au